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We will study time dependence of interchain contacts in entangled and unentangled polymer melts.
We find that ‘‘clusters’’ of contacts in entangled melts persist in time up to at least 0.2 of the longest
relaxation time. The clusters of contacts in un-entangled melts disappear and reappear on at least
two orders of magnitude shorter time scale. We also examine time-dependent correlation functions
that try to quantify the properties of contacts. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is often stated that the dynamics of concentrated so
tions and melts of long linear flexible polymers is dominat
by interchain entanglements, or by entanglement phen
enon.1,2 Although this statement satisfies those of us who s
have childhood memories of mysteriously self-entangl
shoelaces, by itself it does not explain anything. The m
objection is that we do not have an agreed upon molec
level definition of either individual entanglements or the e
tanglement phenomenon.

According to the recent excellent review article summ
rizing present understanding of the dynamics of polym
liquids2 there are at least two ways to visualize entang
ment. In the first approach, one thinks about entanglem
as of individual, localized entities originating from some
the interchain contacts. On the other hand, in the sec
approach one abandons the idea of individualized entan
ments and imagines the entanglement phenomenon~under-
stood here as a synonym of the slow dynamics! as brought
about by some kind of a mean effective field acting on
polymer chains. Both of these approaches lead to yet u
solved problems.2 However, it is a recurring thought in th
literature3–6 that the entanglement phenomenon~irrespec-
tively of whether we treat entanglements as individual o
jects or as an effective field! is in some way associated wit
long-lived interchain contacts.

The first systematic study of interchain contacts w
done by Skolnicket al.3 who investigated the time depen
dence of the fraction of surviving contacts between ‘‘blob
on different chains. They found that the overwhelming m
jority of interchain contacts decayed on the time scale m
shorter than the terminal relaxation time. The persistent c
tacts were very rare.

Gao and Wiener5 also studied the time dependence
the fraction of remaining contacts. However, in contrast
Skolnick et al. Gao and Wiener counted only contacts a
given time t that survived during the whole time interva
(0,t). Therefore their definition of a remaining contact w
much more restricted that that of Skolnicket al. Gao and
Wiener found that all the contacts were decaying v
quickly, but more importantly, there was no chain leng
dependence of the characteristic decay time. Indeed, the
tion of the remaining contacts in an atomic liquid (N50)
J. Chem. Phys. 107 (24), 22 December 1997 0021-9606/97/107(24
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followed the same time dependence as that in an entan
polymer liquid (N5200)!

The most extensive study of persistent interchain c
tacts was done by Ben-Naimet al.4 They investigated time
dependence of real contacts~contacts between interpenetra
ing chains! and ‘‘phantom’’ contacts~contacts between dis
tant chains when brought together!. To this end they intro-
duced and investigated contact correlation functions
contact maps. They found that real contacts near a gi
contact lasted longer than the phantom ones. On this b
they tentatively identified these persistent contacts as the
dividual entanglements.

It should be emphasized that both the interpenetra
chains and the distant chains that were used to identify ph
tom contacts were entangled. The only difference was
the interpenetrating chains were mutually entangled and
distant ones were entangled in two different environmen

Ben-Naimet al. monitored the time dependence of th
contacts for times up to ‘‘the Rouse time scale for relaxat
of chains along the tube’’. The times close to the termin
relaxation time were beyond their simulation’s range.

The aim of this paper is twofold. First, we study tim
dependence of contacts in a model polymeric system
which the entanglement phenomenon can be switched ‘‘o
and ‘‘off’’ while keeping the equilibrium~e.g., geometric!
properties of the polymer chains intact.7 In this way we can
easily correlate time dependence of contacts with chains
hibiting entangled or un-entangled dynamics. In particu
we clarify an apparent disagreement between the result
Gao and Wiener~who did not find any correlation betwee
chains being entangled and the dynamics of their conta!
and Ben-Naimet al. ~who found persistent contacts an
identified them as entanglements!. We show that by a slight
modification of the definition of the fraction of remainin
contacts one can actually see a correlation between the d
of the initial contacts and the entangled dynamics. Seco
we follow contacts for times of the order of 0.2 of the te
minal relaxation time. By examining long-time behavior
persistent contacts we can check whether they have this
portant characteristic mark of phenomenological entang
ments: Being active for times up to the longest relaxat
time.

We start by briefly describing both the model and t
simulation procedure. Next we discuss our definition o
10793)/10793/6/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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10794 G. Szamel and T. Wang: Long-lived inter-chain contacts
contact. In the following three sections we present simulat
results for the fraction of remaining contacts, contact cor
lation functions, and contact maps. We end up with disc
sion and conclusions.

II. SIMULATION

We used a version of the bond fluctuation model8 that
was proposed by Shaffer.7 Briefly, in this model each seg
ment of a polymer chain occupies a single site on a sim
cubic lattice. The excluded volume interaction is enforced
forbidding double occupancy. The allowed bond lengths
tween adjacent segments are 1,&, and).

The virtue of Shaffer’s version of the bond fluctuatio
model is that the topological interaction that prevents ch
crossing and leads to entanglement can be switched ‘‘
and ‘‘off’’. To this end one has to realize that chain crossin
in this model proceed through configurations in which tw
bond midpoints coincide. Therefore by forbidding such co
figurations one includes the topological interaction while
allowing them one excludes it. The forbidding–allowing c
be done efficiently by enforcing the excluded volume con
tion on the secondary lattice on which bond midpoints
placed.

The simulation itself is a dynamic Monte Carlo~more
precisely, a lattice Brownian dynamics! procedure: A single
segment is chosen at random and then a trial displaceme
one of the nearest-neighbor sites is randomly selected. N
the bond length condition, the excluded volume conditi
and possibly the excluded volume condition for the bo
midpoints are checked. If these are satisfied in a new c
figuration, the trial move is accepted. Otherwise, the mov
rejected.

Shaffer’s model was used before to study the effects
topological interaction preventing chain crossing on dif
sion and configurational relaxation in polymer melts7,9

Briefly, it was found that while the presence of the topolo
cal interaction does not influence equilibrium properties~ra-
dius of gyration, average end-to-end distance, etc.!, it does
have a profound effect on the dynamics. In the absence o
topological interaction no transition to entangled dynam
was seen and the center-of-mass self-diffusion coeffic
was found to follow Rouse-like scalingD'0.0131/N ~here-
after, lattice constant is used as the unit of length and Mo
Carlo step per bead is used as the unit of time!. On the other
hand in the presence of the topological interaction atNc'40
a transition to a much stronger chain length dependence
observed. In the long chain regime the center of mass s
diffusion coefficient approximately obeyed entangled scal
D'0.2/N2 ~the prefactor was estimated from Fig. 7 of Re
7!.

Most of the simulation data presented in this paper p
tains to an ensemble of 64 chains, each containingN5500
monomers. The length of the box isL540 and the average
density isr50.5. One should note that according to Shaffe
estimate ofNe , Ne'20, the chain length in the present sim
lation is ;25Ne .

Extrapolating data of Ref. 7 for the self-diffusion coe
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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ficients and using data of Ref. 9 for the radii of gyration w
get for the system of crossing and noncrossing 500m
Dcr'2.631025 and Dncr'831027, respectively, andRg

2

'211, andRg
2'220, respectively. Thus the terminal rela

ation timest, t'Rg
2/6D, can be estimated astcr'1.33106

andtncr'4.63107, respectively.
To equilibrate the system we run the simulation forteq

cr

543106 andteq
ncr553106 Monte Carlo steps per monome

for crossing and noncrossing chains, respectively. We n
that while this corresponds to several terminal relaxat
times for the crossing chains it is an order of magnitu
shorter than the terminal relaxation time for the noncross
chains. One should note at this point that the equilibrat
times used here are essentially the same as those us
Refs. 7 and 9.

We also present some results pertaining to an an
semble of 200 chains ofN520 monomers. In this case th
length of the box isL520, the average density isr50.5, and
the relaxation times can be estimated to betcr'23103 and
tncr'33103, respectively. To equilibrate the ensemble
20mers we run the simulation forteq

cr543104 and teq
ncr54

3104 Monte Carlo steps per monomer.

III. DEFINITION OF A CONTACT

There is a considerable arbitrariness with regards
which beads we consider to be in contact. This is especi
true for the continuous space models like those used by
and Wiener,5 and Ben-Naimet al.4 Both of these studies
used a truncated Lennard-Jones potential for the repul
interaction between the nonbonded beads. According to
potential, the repulsion vanishes at the distance of 21/6s,
wheres is the length parameter of the Lennard-Jones in
action.

In Gao and Wiener’s study two cutoff distances for co
tacts were used: Two beads were defined to be in con
when the distance between them was smaller than 1.5s or
smaller than 2s. As one would expect, the larger cutoff dis
tance led to a slower decay of the initial contacts. Howev
in both cases there were no exceptionally long lived conta
In the work of Ben-Naimet al. 1.5s was used as the cutof
distance for contacts.

In our study a lattice model is used and therefore
choice of possible cutoff distance is more limited. Most
the results were obtained using the smallest possible cu
distance: Two beads are defined to be in contact when
distance between them is equal to one lattice constant of
simple cubic lattice. We also present some results pertain
to the cutoff distance of).

IV. FRACTION OF REMAINING CONTACTS

To investigate the time dependence of interchain c
tacts Gao and Wiener5 monitored fraction of contacts prese
at t50 that survived during the time interval (0,t). They
found that the contacts decayed very quickly and there
essentially no chain length dependence of the character
decay time.
o. 24, 22 December 1997
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10795G. Szamel and T. Wang: Long-lived inter-chain contacts
We have calculated the fraction of remaining conta
defined as in Ref. 5 for noncrossing 500mers and 20m
and for crossing 500mers and 20mers. It should be reca
here that noncrossing 500mers exhibit entangled dynam
whereas both noncrossing and crossing 20mers and cro
500mers exhibit Rouse-like dynamics.

It is clear from Fig. 1 that the fraction of remainin
contacts defined as in Ref. 5 does not qualitatively differ
tiate between entangled and un-entangled dynamics.
characteristic decay times seem to correlate with fraction
accepted moves calculated by Shaffer7 that quantify the
amount of the local motions of the monomers.

The same fraction of remaining contacts was recal
lated using the cutoff distance of). As can be seen from
Fig. 2, apart from an overall slower decay, the results
qualitatively the same.

FIG. 1. Fraction,f (t), of all interchain contacts present att50 that sur-
vived during the whole time interval (0,t). Solid line: Noncrossing
500mers; long dashed line: Noncrossing 20mers; dot–dashed line: Cro
500mers; dashed line: Crossing 20mers. Cutoff distance for contacts51 lat-
tice constant.

FIG. 2. Fraction,f (t), of all interchain contacts present att50 that sur-
vived during the whole time interval (0,t). Solid line: Noncrossing
500mers; long dashed line: Noncrossing 20mers; dot–dashed line: Cro
500mers; dashed line: Crossing 20mers. Cutoff distance for contacts5) of
the lattice constant.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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Next we have modified the definition of the fraction
the remaining contacts. In the spirit of Skolnicket al.3 we
have monitored the fraction of the original contacts~present
at t50! that were present at timet. These contacts do no
necessarily survive during the whole time interval (0,t).

From Fig. 3 one can see that the fraction of conta
present at a later time differentiate between entangled
un-entangled dynamics: Contacts present att50 are much
more probable to be present at a later time for noncross
500mers than for any of the other chains.

The above statement should be taken with a grain of s
On the time scale relevant for Gao and Wiener’s function
fraction of contacts present at a later time also does not
ferentiate between entangled and un-entangled dynam
The differences show up after several thousands time s
when Gao and Wiener’s function is essentially zero.

Two additional observations can be made. First, cu
ously, for quite some time contacts between noncross
20mers decay slower than these between crossing 500
although the overall motion~self-diffusion! of 20mers~both
noncrossing and crossing! is much faster than that of cross
ing 500mers. Second, one should note that Fig. 3 suggest
for intermediate times~before the original contacts deca
completely! the decays of the fractions of contacts presen
a later time seem to follow different power laws for e
tangled and un-entangled dynamics~note that for 20mers we
are apparently able to go beyond this intermediate time
gime whereas this is not possible for 500mers!.

V. CONTACT CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

Contact correlation function was introduced by Be
Naim et al.4 in order to quantify the difference between th
time dependence of the real contacts and the phantom o
For a pair of chains, say chain 1 & 2, that have many con-
tacts at the initial configuration, the contact correlation fun
tion, g(x,y;t), is defined as

ing

ing

FIG. 3. Fraction,f(t), of all interchain contacts present att50 that were
also present at a later timet. Solid line: Noncrossing 500mers; long dashe
line: Noncrossing 20mers; dot–dashed line: Crossing 500mers; dashed
Crossing 20mers. Cutoff distance for contacts51 lattice constant.
o. 24, 22 December 1997
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10796 G. Szamel and T. Wang: Long-lived inter-chain contacts
g~x,y;t !5
1

Ntot
(

t
(
i , j

n~ i , j ;t!n~ i 1x, j 1y;t1t!. ~1!

Heren( i , j ;t) ‘‘monitors’’ the contacts:n( i , j ;t) is equal to
1 if the beadi on chain 1 is in contact with the beadj of
chain 2 at timet. Finally, Ntot5(t(i,jn(i,j;t) is the total num-
ber of contacts.

One should note here that the fraction of contacts pre
at a later time discussed in the previous section is essent
the same as the contact correlation function calculatedx
505y and averaged over all the pairs of chains in the s
tem. As will be seen in the following, the long time decay
the fraction of contacts present at a later time is similar
that of g(0,0;t).

Ben-Naimet al.argued that the contact correlation fun
tion should exhibit a scaling behaviorg(x,x;t);t23/2a,
wherea is the exponent describing the time dependence
‘‘typical curvilinear displacement’’ in the melt,4 x(t);t1/a.
In particular, for the Rouse-like dynamicsa52
and g(x,x;t);t23/4 and for the entangled dynamicsa54
and g(x,x;t);t23/8. Ben-Naim et al. actually observed
g(x,x;t);t21/2 scaling that would correspond toa53 and
argued that this might be a crossover effect. The same lo
time decay was observed for both real and phantom conta

The major finding of Ben-Naimet al. was that the con-
tact correlation functiong(x,x;t) for x.0 had a peak att
.0 for the real contacts whereas it was decaying monot
cally for the phantom ones. This was attributed to the f
that the real contact originated from mutually entang
chains and the phantom ones were artificial contacts betw
distant chains.

We have calculated the contact correlation function
the system of noncrossing 500mers that exhibit entang
dynamics, and for the system of crossing 500mers that
hibit Rouse-like dynamics. Figures 4 and 5 show time dep
dence of the normalized contact correlation functions
various values ofx5y for chains 1 and 18~noncrossing
simulation! and 1 and 30~crossing simulation!.

FIG. 4. Contact correlation function,g(x,x;t) normalized by itst50 value
calculated for the noncrossing chains number 52 and 63 for various va
of x. Circles: x50; triangles:x52; squares:x55. A line with the slope
21/2 is shown for reference. Cutoff distance for contacts51 lattice constant.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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It is clear that entangled dynamics leads to a maxim
in the contact correlation function att.0 for x.0 and y
.0. On the other hand the Rouse-like dynamics leads t
pronounced shoulder or a very small maximum in the cor
lation function. Thus the difference found in Ref. 4~see their
Fig. 5! should not be interpreted as originating from e
tanglements. It may however be attributed to the chains
ing mutually entangled or distant.

On the other hand, in agreement with the scaling ana
sis of Ref. 4 we observed a different long-time decay of
contact correlation function for entangled and Rouse-like
namics. In the first case the decay was compatible with
one found in Ref. 4:g(x,x;t);t21/2 corresponding to the
exponenta53. For crossing chains the result was compati
with g(x,x;t);t23/4 corresponding to the Rouse-like exp
nenta52.

Finally, we have also investigated two more noncross
and crossing pairs that had many initial contacts and we
ways saw time dependence of the contact correlation fu
tion that was similar to that described above.

VI. CONTACT MAPS

The time dependence of the fraction of contacts pres
at a later time~Sec. IV! and the contact correlation functio
~Sec. V! suggest that the interchain contacts in systems
hibiting entangled dynamics ‘‘last’’ much longer than tho
in systems exhibiting Rouse-like dynamics. More precise
the monomers that were initially in contact tend to rema
closer and have higher probability of contacting again in
former systems than in the latter ones. Motivated by
analysis of Ref. 4 we have investigated this difference furt
by studying three-dimensional contact maps.

The three-dimensional contact maps are constructed
follows. For a given pair of chains at a given time stept we
make a two-dimensional map of contacts by putting dots
points with coordinates equal to the indices of monom
being in contact. In other words, if monomeri on the first

es
FIG. 5. Contact correlation function,g(x,x;t) normalized by itst50 value
calculated for the crossing chains number 1 and 30 for various values ox.
Circles:x50; triangles:x52; squares:x55. A line with the slope23/4 is
shown for reference. Cutoff distance for contacts51 lattice constant.
o. 24, 22 December 1997
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10797G. Szamel and T. Wang: Long-lived inter-chain contacts
chain is in contact with the monomerj on the second chain
we put a dot at the point (i , j ). Next, we stacked the two
dimensional maps~recorded in time intervals of 1000 Mont
Carlo steps per bead! on top of each other creating a spac
time picture.

As anticipated from the previous sections, we see a c
pletely different behavior of contacts in an entangled sys
and in an un-entangled one. It should be noticed howe
that the time scale of Figs. 6–8 is several order of magnit
larger than that of Figs. 4 and 5.

The first observation that should be made is that
contacts tend to cluster~in both noncrossing and crossin
chains!. This fact is a consequence of the chain connectiv
It is reminiscent of the clustering of the low mobility mono
mers investigated by Gao and Wiener.5 It is also consistent
with the existence of the maxima in the contact correlat
functions. It should be emphasized that the clustering is
served for both noncrossing and crossing chains. Howe

FIG. 6. Three-dimensional map of contacts between noncrossing cha
and 18 during the time interval (02106). Five different gray levels~from
lightest to darkest! denote five sets of bead numbersj : 1280 ~lightest!,
80–160, 161–240, 241–320, 320–500~darkest!. Cutoff distance for
contacts51 lattice constant.

FIG. 7. Three-dimensional map of contacts between noncrossing cha
and 18 during the time interval (931062107). Gray levels as in Fig. 6.
Cutoff distance for contacts51 lattice constant.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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the clusters in the former system are less diffuse that thos
the latter one.

The most important finding of this work is that cluste
of contacts in the system of noncrossing 500mers persi
for the whole duration of the longest simulation run, i.e., f
about 0.2 of the longest relaxation time. As seen in Figs
and 7 the individual contacts were disappearing and app
ing but the clusters themselves preserved their identities

On the other hand clusters of contacts in the system
crossing 500mers persisted for about few tens of thousa
to a few hundreds of thousands of time steps at the m
Then they seemed to disappear~evaporate! and reappear
without any distinguishable regularity. That means that
average lifetime of these clusters is at least two orders
magnitude shorter than that of clusters of contacts in
noncrossing system.

It should be noted here that the three-dimensional c
tact maps for crossing 500mers are qualitatively differ
from the contact maps for phantom contacts.4 This again
follows from the fact that distant chains forming phanto
contacts are not mutually entangled, but each of them is
tangled in its own environment.

We have investigated seven other pairs of noncross
chains and five other pairs of crossing chains and we alw
found results qualitatively similar to those presented here

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We found that the time dependence of interchain c
tacts in an entangled polymer melt is qualitatively differe
from that in an un-entangled melt. It should be emphasi
that this difference cannot be attributed to different sta
~equilibrium! properties since these were essentially
same in both systems studied.

The difference in the time dependence was seen in
fraction of contacts present at a later time and in the con
correlation function.

In the contact maps clusters of contacts were observe
both the entangled and the un-entangled system. Howeve
the entangled system the clusters preserved their ident

1

1

FIG. 8. Three-dimensional map of contacts between crossing chains 1
30 during the time interval (02106). Gray levels as in Fig. 6. Cutoff dis-
tance for contacts51 lattice constant.
o. 24, 22 December 1997
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10798 G. Szamel and T. Wang: Long-lived inter-chain contacts
for the whole duration of the longest simulation run~107

Monte Carlo steps per monomer!, i.e., for about 0.2 of the
longest relaxation time. In contrast, the clusters in an
entangled system were disappearing and reappearing o
time scale of a few tens of thousands to a few hundred
thousands of time steps, i.e., on the time scale at least
orders of magnitude shorter. The behavior of cluster of c
tacts in an un-entangled system of long chains was diffe
from the behavior of phantom contacts between dist
chains when brought together.

It should be noted here that the differences in the fr
tion of contacts present at a later time, the contact correla
function, and the contact maps showed up clearly only a
a few thousands of time steps. We have tried and failed
identify a property that would differentiate between e
tangled and un-entangled system on a shorter time scale

It would be tempting to identify the persistent clusters
interchain contacts as the individual phenomenological
tanglements. This is especially appealing since it see
likely that these clusters will preserve their identities up
the longest relaxation time. To check this idea further o
should try to estimate the diffusion constant of the clusters
contacts along the contacting chains. Such a calcula
seems to require simulation runs that are much longer t
the ones reported here.

Instead of arguing for or against individual entang
ments, we would like to comment on the significance of
present findings for statistical mechanical theories of po
mer melt dynamics. The results presented here cannot di
entiate between a snakelike motion of individual chains t
is assumed in the reptation theory1,2 and an isotropic motion
that is implicitly assumed in the polymer mode coupli
theory.10 However, contact maps suggest that the constra
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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that slow down the dynamics in entangled melts are due
slowly disappearing topological~preventing crossings! inter-
chain interactions between pairs of chains. Thus it see
plausible that a theory of entangled polymer dynam
should start from a two-chain level,11 perhaps combining the
spirit of the double-reptation approach of des Cloizeau12

and the statistical mechanical flavor of the mode coupl
theory.10 Exactly how to achieve this goal is, at present, u
clear.
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